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=============== * Client: The client is a C application that invokes the NailGun java server which is a simple Java application. * Server: The NailGun server is a Java application which simply accepts connections from clients, and runs the appropriate main method in the running program. The servers code is roughly 100 lines of code. * Configuration: The client
will be used to specify the classes to run and the command line arguments to run the specific class. See the client docs for details.  * I/O: Command line arguments are used to pass the program's class name, arguments, user specified port, as well as protocol version, and server and port to run.  All I/O is done with sockets, using multiplexing, where all socket I/O is

handled by the client.  For those who like command line busy work, the server accepts a command line argument which enables the "random" argument, or that which will run your program 100 times with a random starting time, the number of cores in the system, with a random number of CPUs. * Runtime: The server is started as a daemon, so the program doesn't
need to be run as a daemon to be able to use it.  Daemons are pretty easy to make and are described here: * Documentation: It doesn't have any at the moment. It does have some useful and informative examples. * License: GNU license, and copyright information is included in the source files. * Tested: All platforms (Linux, OS X, BSD) * Build: Platform dependent,

but will be fairly easy. * License: GNU license. A copy of the GNU license is included in the jail/src/LICENSE directory.  Enjoy, and see ya next time! [prev](04_NailGun_Overview.md) [next](05_Client_Callouts.md)
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====== | Homepage: | Documentation: | | Nailgun is a client, protocol, and server for running Java programs from the command line without incurring the JVM startup overhead. | | This project provides a simplified way to run Java on the command line via a "server" application that runs in the background as soon as a client runs in the foreground. | | In addition,
NailGun supports the specification that objects are serialized to memory (as opposed to being streamed and using a network protocol). This includes capabilities for data compression and integrity checking of serialized objects. | | NailGun is one of the most flexible Java-to-memory serialization tools available, with good performance. | | | Run NailGun by: $ java -jar

NailGun.jar [JAR file] [URL or remote location of serialized Java classes] | | | NailGun Configuration: | | In addition to identifying serialized objects, NailGun comes with a config file that you can use to set various options. | | In your working copy of NailGun, create the following file called.nailgunrc in the current directory (or wherever your config file is usually
found). | | ``` | prog =... | ``` | e.g. | | ``` | prog = "java -jar server.jar" | ``` | NailGun uses prog to run one or more programs. For this example, prog must be: | | 1. A valid Java program to run on the command line. | 2. A JAR file that contains classes | 3. A JAR file that contains classes plus serialized objects | | Optionally, you can: | | 1. Specify a particular Java class from

which the program will load to run. | 2. Specify a particular JAR file which will contain the classes and serialized objects that will be run. | 3. Specify the compressed size limit for serialized objects. NailGun will no longer compress serialized objects after the specified limit is reached. | 4. Specify how NailGun should operate when only a subset of the serialized objects
are present 09e8f5149f
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=================== The Nailgun protocol was introduced in October 2011. It is a way of writing mainline applications that don't incur any JVM startup overhead. There's no JAR file or code server, no `-main` flag, no code, no runtime, no debugging, just your program. Nailgun is specifically designed to be used with "nailgun server", a shell script that sits in your
path and runs `java -jar `. In other words, it is a command line Java program, just like any other. java -jar nailgun.jar

What's New In Nailgun?

NailGun is a software server program that encapsulates a JVM, and enables the launching of Java programs directly from the CLI without incurring the JVM startup overhead. It allows the remote execution of Java programs, using the client and server protocols described below. NailGun uses the client as a front end to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that is embedded
within the server. The client parses the commands passed to it on the command line, handles the communication with the JVM and the internal protocol, and provides a convenient user interface. On the server, a Java program is run, initialized with a set of credentials, and will then continue to accept connections from the client. A simple protocol allows the client to
trigger the runnable in the Java server. The client and server components are written in C, and for this reason the server must be started with the -Xrunjdmserver (assuming a Sun JVM) and should run on top of the following: JRE version 2.3.1 and higher JRockit version R27.1.2 and higher JRockit version R28.3.7 and higher JRockit version R29.0.1 and higher JRockit
version R30.0.1 and higher Per JRockit, version R30.0.1, the supported JVMs are JRockit version R30.0.0, which uses OpenJDK version 7u71 on Linux; Java EE 7 JRockit version R30.0.1 or higher, which supports Java EE 8 Sun Java System Application Server 9.x Community Edition OpenJDK 7 License: The JRockit distribution is covered by an open source license.
The license is GPLv2 with Classpath exception, and the source code is available. You can also use the binary with Oracle JDK, which is covered by an open source license (e.g. GNU General Public License, version 2 with Classpath exception). How to obtain Oracle JDK 8, which includes Java 8, is covered in the FAQ. Other pre-requisites: Java SE 8 to be installed
locally on the clients. Java 8 can also be downloaded from Oracle or Oracle's maven repository, with an OpenJDK 7 JVM. Getting Started NailGun has been tested on Ubuntu 14.04,
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System Requirements For Nailgun:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) Processor: Dual core processor at 2.6 GHz or faster Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 2GB or AMD Radeon HD 7850 2GB or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 25 GB available space Additional Notes: Steam version downloaded from Steam Recommended: Processor
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